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1. Does a straight pole outside the water pool appears same height when it is viewed through under water? 
Ans: No, since there is refraction of light, the pole appears with little more height. 

 
Tips: Observe the light ray as it enters into water its path changes; which causes the pole to appear little lengthy 
2. Can the fisherman in the diagram (fig.1) kills the fish? 

 
Ans: No, the given diagram is not possible. The fisherman watches the fish but not in the right position, is as shown 
(fig2.)below. Position A is real,  position B is virtual 

 
 



3.Who appears in the real position? The man or the woman? 

 
Ans: The man, because you and he are in straight line. The light from the woman before reach you get refracted and 
the light causes a lateral shift in the position of the woman. 
4. Can the person on right side able to see the letter ‘a’ on left side? 

 
Ans: No, the object may appear much smaller (diminished), so that one may need a telescope to observe it. 
5.An aero plane may fly at a very high altitude (say 2km) from the ground. Does it appears in its real 
position? 
Ans: Really saying no, since the air density changes with temperature and altitude the refractive index also may 
change, but we may not recognize it. 
6. Can we fire a piece of paper or  wooden sticks in the polar region without match stick? 
Ans: yes, just freeze water in a spherical bowl, which takes the form of a lens. This serves as a convex lens and in 
day time focusing sun light with it causes fire. 
7.Several fishes were in a pool; a swimmer inside the pool watches them. Are the fishes appear in their actual 
positions? 
Ans: yes, because refraction causes only when the light ray passes from one medium to the other; otherwise from 
less denser to high denser region (or vice versa). 
8.A pencil half immersed inside a water glass appears to be bigger; what could be the reason? 
Ans: of course, it is due to refraction of light. This is because the position of the pencil appears to be shifted nearer, 
that is normal shift. 
9.A blue colour button and a red colour button of same size fell inside a deep water bucket. Which appears to 
be more bigger? 
Ans: Order of refraction is more for Blue colour than Red colour. So just the buttons appears to be shifted up. And 
there will be no change in their dimensions as seen from the above. 

 
10.What happens to the refractive index of water when added with detergents, like Wheel, Arial, so on? 
Ans: Of course, refractive index changes, but note that the medium is not of single material. It has water added with 
detergent. So you wouldn’t get the real refractive index of water. It will be the refractive index of mixture. 


